
Continuum Enable
Advanced Learning

Continuum Enable is our advanced learning solution that makes it easy to 
set-up, deploy, manage and certify on Continuum solutions. 
With Enable, you get resources that help to catapult your success. With a complete set of on-line, 
centralized training modules, technical documentation and go-to-market materials and certification 
coverage that empowers partners with proven tactics to grow revenue. 

“Today, our world class 
portfolio is the fastest 
growing component for 
Sharp Business Systems, 
delivering enormous 
value to the clients 
served. Our utilization 
of Continuum U’s 
educational certification 
program helped accelerate 
our success and ensured 
the delivery of exceptional 
IT services to our end 
customers”

Newt Higman 
National Director, Managed 
IT Services, Sharp

Comprehensive resources for both technical and business users to ensure practical and effective 
internal understanding of each product and solution

Unique, task-specific Partner Only portals to ensure your resources as focused on the right 
information at the right time

Pre-defined learning paths - we know how to create platform experts and provide the educational 
tools for resource development

Persistent updates to ensure your team has a detailed understanding of the latest releases, 
improvements or changes to the platform and tools.

Certify and grow - maximize your efforts with Continuum by certifying on the latest releases to the 
platform and proven tactics on how to best drive revenue.

How it works

Save time
All our information is 
centralized, thoroughly 
indexed, persistently updated 
for immediate access, and 
right at your fingertips.

Accelerate onboarding
Allows you to get new team 
members up to speed much 
quicker and makes it easier to 
adapt to our technology and 
process improvements.

Certify to grow faster
Learn from our success 
stories, in-depth articles, 
handy guides, and podcasts. 
Then certify on how best to 
grow and thrive in today’s 
crowded marketplace. 

Improve efficiency
Makes service setup, 
configuration, optimization, 
and ongoing management 
much smoother and easier to 
manage. 
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Why choose Enable
Centrally located

Self-paced and instructor-led 
guidance 

Comprehensive, not exhaustive

Services
Continuum U
Our solutions are built to be easy to use. But they’re even easier after you’ve 
been through our self-paced online training program. We have over 100 modules 
to support you.

Continuum Doc Center
It’s easy to find the detailed technical documentation you need for quick setup, 
deployment and management. 

Continuum Partner Support Portal
To help you succeed with Continuum products, increase revenue and capture 
new business, we’ve assembled product-related resources and events, as well 
as grab-and-go sales and marketing support materials. We’re dedicated to 
helping you grow.

Continuum Certify
To gain the business advantage, certify on Continuum with both engineering 
and go-to-market tactics that have the end in mind: growing revenue with happy 
customers. Delivered by our expert team, you will learn how to increase revenue 
and capture new business using industry knowledge and our assembled 
product-related resources as well as proven sales and marketing materials that 
help to target, gain and retain customers.

Contact your Continuum representative for more information

The Continuum 
Ecosystem
Enable is one of five pillars that act 
as the foundation of the Continuum 
Platform and integrated ecosystem.
Tutorials, certification courses, GTM 
guidance and detailed technical 
documentation to setup, deploy and 
manage your Continuum Platform 
solutions. These services provide the 
skills you need to build your business 
and achieve accelerated success.


